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Executive Summary
All European banks need to comply with the improvements in the calculation of
capital requirements introduced with Basel III. In 2014, the Basel Committee
introduced a Standard Approach for Counterparty Credit Risk (SA-CCR) that is
the object of some review by the European Banking Authority and Financial
Industry in the last years. The authors have been focused on the last changes of the
SA-CCR framework, highlighting the amendments introduced and the industry
response to the proposed framework. Furthermore, the authors provide an
overview of SA-CCR implementation in a European Bank, highlighting possible
critical points in the implementation phase.
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New Challenge on SA-CCR:
an Overview on Implementation
Process
Lorena Corna

Francesco Zorzi

I

N Basel III reform, we have the Standardised Approach for measuring Counterparty Credit
Risk Exposures (i.e. SA-CCR) that is a significant development designed to replace the Current
Exposure Method (i.e. CEM) and Standardised Method (i.e. SM) in order to calculate the
Exposure At Default (i.e. EAD). The new standardized approach aims to fulfill the lacks of previous
standard model such as to be more risk sensitive and to better recognize the margin and netting
effect. The most significant impact should be on banks which don’t have approval for Internal Model
Method (i.e. IMM), they would rely entirely on the new proposed standard approach. Despite this,
the new framework impacts also the Bank’s with IMM approved due to the fact the SA-CCR will
impact several capital charge measures, as you can see in Figure 1.
In detail, SA-CCR has an impact on banks with IMM approval, banks without IMM (NO-IMM)
and also in other measure which aren’t related to IMM approval.
Banks with Internal Model Method (IMM)
Below you can find the aspects affected by SA-CCR implementation:
• Counterparty credit exposure calculation. If the bank has an approved IMM, Basel Committee
stated that “only under exceptional circumstances or for immaterial exposures can a bank revert to the
standardised approach for counterparty credit risk for all or part of its exposure” (Article 53.5, [4]).
Regarding Securities Financing Transaction (i.e. SFT), with the supervisory approval, the bank
can use the VaR models approach.
• Output floor. The Basel Committee defined the concept of output floor in the last revision
of Basel III [1]. The output floor limits the capital requirements calculated using internal
models to 72.5% of the risk-weighted asset computed by the standardised approaches (i.e. SACCR).The purpose of output floor is to limit variability of RWA and enhance the comparability
of such a ratio. A Basel Committee study showed that after Basel III implementation output
floor should represent the greatest capital burden for 41.4% of European firms (today EU
banks aren’t bounded by any output floor constrain) [2].
• Credit value adjustment capital requirements. The SA-CCR’s EAD will be used to calculate a
portfolio own funds requirements for CVA risk for each counterparty with formula provided
in Article 384 of Regulation (EU) N. 575/2013 and Regulation (EU) N. 648/2012 (also known
as “CRR”).
Banks without Internal Model Method (NO-IMM)
Below you can find the aspects affected by SA-CCR implementation for bank without IMM approval:
• Counterparty credit exposure calculation. Based on the transaction typology and the counterparty,
the EAD can be calculated using the methodologies described in Articles 51.8 and 51.9, [3]).
www.iasonltd.com
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FIGURE 1: Impact of SA-CCR on capital framework

For exposures arising from Over-the-counter Derivatives (i.e. OTC), Exchange Traded Derivatives (i.e. ETD) and Long Settlement Transactions (i.e. LST), the EAD is calculated through
SA-CCR methodology.
Instead, for exposures arising from SFT, the EAD is calculated through the simple approach or
comprehensive approach to the recognition of collateral.
• Credit value adjustment capital requirements. For NO-IMM banks will apply the same set of rules
described in above IMM section, the CVA approach won’t have an Internal Method.
Other Measures
The SA-CCR can also affect other bank measures like Large Exposures Framework and Leverage
Ratio, as explained below:
• Large exposures frameworks. The Basel Committee, defining the exposure measure, established
that the EAD of over-the-counter derivatives of banking and trading books is calculated
according to SA-CCR framework [8].
• Leverage ratio. The Basel Committee introduced the mentioned ratio between capital measure
(i.e. Tier 1 capital) and the exposure measure.
Leverage ratio =

Tier 1 Capital
Exposure measure

under the Basel II framework, the ratio denominator is calculated using CEM. With Basel III,
the derivatives exposures will be retrieved by SA-CCR framework [1]. A Basel Committee
study showed that the leverage ratio was the most relevant restriction for 59% of European
banks and 25% of US’s banks [2].

1.

SA-CCR Methodology

As discussed in [11], the scope of SA-CCR is given by OTC transactions, ETD and LST but not
by SFTs. Each derivatives transactions should be mapped in one of the following risk categories
leveraging on the primary risk driver:
• Commodity;
• Credit;
• Equity;
• Foreign Exchange;
• Interest Rate;
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• Other.
Primary risk driver is the most material risk driver of the transaction and should be assessed using
a three step approach as described in section 2.1.1.
SA-CCR aims is to calculate the EAD with the following formula:
(1)

EAD = a · ( RC + PFE)

where a is equal to 1.4 as defined in [9], PFE is the Potential Future Exposure and RC is the
Replacement Cost.
The PFE measures the potential increase in the transaction value over a 1-year horizon if the
transaction is unmargined or over the Margin Period of Risk (i.e. MPR) in case of collateralised
transactions. PFE is calculated for each asset class within a netting set and then aggregated. The
formula representing the PFE is:
PFE = multiplier · AddOn aggregate

(2)

where multiplier is defined in [14] with Article 278(3) and the AddOn aggregate is the sum of
add-ons for each asset class, as discussed in the previous SA-CCR research paper in 2018 [11]. The
RC represents the loss that would occur if a counterparty were to default and were closed out of
its transactions and is calculated at Netting Set level. In other words, RC is the Mark-to-Market
(i.e. MtM) exposure with, eventually, margin taken into account. There is different treatment of RC
depending on whether the netting set is subject to a margin agreement or not. For an unmargined
netting set the formula is:
RC = max {CMV N ICA; 0}
with CMV 1 representing the Current Market Value of the netting set and N ICA2 representing
the Net Independent Collateral Amount (i.e. initial margin) associated to the netting set. In this
case the RC represents the net result of immediate close out and replacement of transactions. For a
netting set which is subject to a margin agreement the formula for RC is:
RC = max{CMV

VM

N ICA; TH + MTA

N ICA; 0}

where CMV and N ICA are already defined while V M3 represents the net Variation Margin
received or posted (including independent amount), TH is the margin threshold and MTA is the
minimum transfer amount. In this case the RC represents the greatest exposure that would not
trigger a margin call.

2.

SA-CCR Feedback

The proposed SA-CCR framework has been examined by the entire financial community since its
presentation in 2014. In proposed regulation [14], we can find some references to EBA’s regulatory
technical standards in order to clarify some critical aspects of SA-CCR implementation. EBA
published a Consultation Paper on 18 December 2017 about some key aspects of the SA-CCR in order
to collect feedbacks from the financial community and to improve an harmonised implementation
in the EU.
Furthermore, the financial institutions started with several impact assessment. In detail, the
evaluation regards:
• The comparison with available methodologies (i.e. CEM, SM and IMM);
• The comparison with US implementation.
1 CMV means the net market value of all the transactions within a netting set gross of any collateral held or posted where
positive and negative market values are netted in computing the CMV [14].
2 N ICA means the sum of the volatility-adjusted value of net collateral received or posted, as applicable, to the netting
set other than Variation Margin (i.e. VM) [14].
3 V M means the volatility-adjusted value of the net VM received or posted, as applicable, to the netting set on a regular
basis to mitigate changes in the netting set’s CMV [14].

www.iasonltd.com
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2.1 EBA Review
The framework proposed in 2014 by Basel Committee has been under review by EBA and the
banking Industry. EBA published in December 2017 a Discussion Paper [13] on following SA-CCR
open points:
• A methodology in order to recognize the material risk drivers;
• Among several material risk drivers, the method to identify the most material risk driver of
them;
• A supervisory delta formula for call and put options consistent with market conditions (i.e.
negative interest rates);
• The approach to determine the position (i.e. long or short) with respect to the primary risk
driver.
2.1.1

Mapping of Derivative Transactions to Risk Categories

The mapping procedure is set out in Article 277 [14] based on the material risk driver of transaction.
Due to the dedicated reference to EBA RTS about the mapping procedure (Article 277 (6), [14]), in
the Final draft of EBA RTS [12] we have the following mapping framework based on three steps:
1. For a simple derivatives the mapping can be established ex-ante (i.e. qualitative approach).
EBA proposed a list of mapping for simple derivatives (e.g. FX Forward will be included in
foreign exchange class);
2. When the recognition of primary risk factor is not straightforward, the materiality of primary
risk driver can be identified by a quantitative approach ( i.e. sensitivities, for example FRTBSBA greeks, of the transaction);
3. If the result of above methodologies cannot identify one primary risk factor, EBA would use a
fallback procedure that consist in the assignment of transaction to each of the risk categories
of all risk drivers, regardless of whether they are material or not.
The discussion results has been collected in the final draft of Regulatory Technical Standards [12]
published in December 2019. In detail with “sensitivities” EBA refers to FRTB sensitivities due to
the granularity of them and the possibility to take advantage of synergies in place for banks using
FRTB or SIMM.
2.1.2

Corrections to Supervisory Delta for Option

In SA-CCR framework, the bank should calculate the following supervisory delta factor in order to
recognise the direction of transaction and its non-linearity as discussed in the previous SA-CCR
Research paper [11], using the following formula:
✓

ln ( P/K ) + 0.5 · s2 · T
d = sign · N type ·
s·T

◆

where type is -1 for put option and +1 for call option and sign is -1 for sold option and +1 for
bought option; P is underlying price; K is strike price and T is the latest contractual exercise date
of option and, finally, the supervisory volatility s is specified on the basis of risk category and the
nature of the underlying instrument.
As suggested by Article 279(3) [14], EBA should provide the supervisory delta formula compatible with negative interest rates and the methodology to recognize the transaction position.
Regarding fist topic, EBA proposed a l shift in order to remain into positive territory since, under
Black-Scholes assumption, negative interest rates aren’t handled. In the final draft of Regulatory
Technical Standards [12], the mentioned l shift is defined as following:
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The l shift should be large enough to allow institutions to calculate the supervisory delta of the
transaction in accordance with the formula provided in Article 279a (1). In addition, the l shift
should also be small enough not to introduce unnecessary bias in the outcome of the supervisory
delta calculation.
Mentioned l shift can be taken from data provider that reflect current value of interest rate and
volatility observed in the market. In addition, we can find a second solution given by the following
formula:
li = max 0.1% min Pj , K j , 0 .
Where Pj is the spot or forward price of option j underlying and K j is the strike of option j.
Instead, regarding the supervisory volatility parameter, and adjustment is not expected.
Regarding the second point, regulation provided a definition of position through Article 279 (2)
[14] where we have:
• A long position when the market value of the deal increases against an increase of risk driver
value;
• A short position when the market value of the deal decreases against an increase of risk driver
value.
In order to assess the position, EBA suggests to use the input used to identify the material risk
driver (i.e. sensitivities) as Industry suggested.
2.2 Industry Response
As stated before, also the Industry identified some lacks and critiques on SA-CCR methodology.
ISDA and FIS compared the new standard methodology for counterpaty credit risk with the
currently implemented CEM and SM using hypothetical portfolios provided by Basel Committee
during Regulatory Consistency Assessment Program (i.e. RCAP) [16]. At first sight, the comparison
highlights the punitive effects for non-margined trades and, for the margined trades, the fact that
parameters used in the methodology were calibrated on different market conditions reduces the
mitigation of collaterals.
2.2.1

Alpha Factor

A first shortcoming on SA-CCR regards the a value used in EAD’s Formula 1: the value equal
to 1.4 has been set in 2005 [9] and it was conservatively calibrated on internal model in order to
consider market scenario at that time. Currently, it don’t reflect the market practice (i.e. the increase
of collateral agreement4 ) and regulatory environment anymore, and the impact on SA-CCR’s EAD
is excessively severe on capital requirements side. Furthermore, Alpha is meant to capture risks that
are already mostly addressed by Supervisory Factor (i.e. to reflect the volatility of each asset class
during stressed markets).
From 2005 derivatives markets significantly grew in both counterparties and risk factors numerosity, this fact should be reflected in the a factor calibration. A quantitative assessment from
ISDA and AFME showed that if we re-calibrate a with 1500 counterparties and 10 orthogonal risk
factors then we would obtain a = 1.01 [15].
One solution highlighted by industry is to significantly revise the a calibration in order to reflect
current market conditions and practices such as higher level of margining and counterparty credit
risk capital and provide a most suitable capital requirement. Given the latter consideration, the
US Agencies (i.e. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Federal Reserve System, and Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency) asked Industry to provide feedbacks on a consultation paper on
the SA-CCR’s methodology and the final guideline removes the a factor from the SA-CCR’s EAD
formula for derivative transactions with commercial end-user counterparties [18].

4 A market survey from ISDA, LIBA and TBMA found that only 33% of total exposure was collateralized in 2003 [17].
Today, especially with Uncleared Margin Rules (i.e. UMR) being implemented, the amount of collateral significantly increased.

www.iasonltd.com
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Alpha Factor: an Exemption War
In 2013 the European Union passed an exemption for Credit Valuation Adjustment (i.e.
CVA) capital charge on trades with corporations, pension funds and sovereign, so European
banks aren’t required to hold capital for CVA risk against those counterparties. On the other
hand, the European Banking Authority doesn’t support this exemption since it deviates
from globally agreed standard. The EBA position seems to be endorsed by Basel Committee
which, in November 2019, released a consultation paper trying to amend its rules on CVA
frameworka . But, in November 2019, the US regulator in its final SA-CCR guidelines removed
the a factor from EAD formula for trades with corporate [18]. This fact could revamp the
EU objections to the CVA exemption removal for European banks, and AFME is asking for
a detailed impact study from EBA before any decision on the exemption will be taken. In
this climate then the Industry wants the EU to follow the way of US regulators on SA-CRR
formula to have a level playing field.
a Credit

2.2.2

Valuation Adjustment risk: targeted final revisions.

Diversification Benefits and Initial Margin

Next to the above shortcoming, the Industry has identified another defect of proposed standardised
methodology, i.e. the missing recognition of diversification benefits across hedging sets within asset
classes e.g. In the foreign exchange asset class, there is the full offset for transaction related to the
same currency pair5 (e.g. USD/EUR) but no offset among different currency pair. This behaviour is
recognized as excessively conservative and not coherent with the risk-sensitive approach of SA-CCR.
In addition, also the PFE multiplier value in Formula 2 does not sufficiently recognise the risk
mitigation effect of Initial Margin (i.e. IM), the current exposure mitigation is not aligned to actual
level of risk mitigation provided by IM and also is not aligned with current market practices defined
by UMR for uncleared derivatives. Furthermore, the 5% floor (Article 278(3), [14]) overestimates
the exposure of trades with strong negative MtM value since the EAD for such positions should be
close to zero [15].
For example, a quantitative study from ISDA [16] showed that, under SA-CCR, the hypothetical
interest rate and foreign exchange portfolio provided by Basel with benefits both from Variation
Margin and IM would have an exposure one order of magnitude bigger than under IMM. This
conservative approach in PFE calibration isn’t coherent with the regulatory effort to increase the
level of collateralization in order to tackle counterparty credit risk.
2.2.3

Linear Trades Treatment Shortfalls

In addition to the aforementioned points, Industry identified several lacks for linear trades:
• Economically equivalent positions could have different add-ons;
• Material add-on for economically “squared” positions;
• Lack of sensitivity to moneyness for derivative trades.
The authors in [10] proposed an approach that decomposes each linear trade in its cash-flow
and then apply the SA-CCR add-ons based on those cash-flow instead of the entire trade. The
decomposition method already exist in SA-CCR for non-linear trades, applying it to linear trades
will ensure consistency for treatment of economically equivalent positions.
2.2.4

Introduction of a “Simplified SA-CCR”

On the contrary, the Industry welcomed the introduction of simplified standardised approach for
counterparty credit risk (Article 281, [14]) for smaller institutions.
5 In foreign exchange asset class, the hedging set is given by the derivatives transaction that refers to the same foreign
exchange currency pair [11].
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In order to use the simplified SA-CCR, the Institution should embrace the volume criteria
defined in Article 273a of [14]: an Institution should calculate with a monthly basis the market
value6 of its on/off-balance-sheet derivative business using the simplified standardised approach
for counterparty credit risk or the original exposure method (the banks should notify to competent
authorities the method used to calculate the exposure). If the Institution uses SA-CCR, the derivative
business should be equal or under both following thresholds:
• 10% of total asset;
• 300 million (in e).
Instead, using the original exposure method, above criteria are modified as following:
• 5% of total asset;
• 100 million (in e).
In this simplified framework the replacement cost is calculated as following:
• For netting sets that are not subject to a margin agreement, the replacement cost is given by
the positive current market value (Article 278 (2), [14]);
• For netting sets where the derivative transaction are:
– traded on a recognised exchange;
– centrally cleared by a authorised central counterparty;
– collateral is exchanged bilaterally.
The replacement cost is the sum of margin threshold and the minimum transfer amount
applicable to the netting set under the margin agreement.
In contrast to “full” SA-CCR methodology, the simplified framework do not consider the
multiplier factor in the potential future exposure formula, therefore it is the sum of the add-on for
each i risk category:
PFE = AddOn aggregate = Â AddOn.
i

Furthermore, also supervisory delta, supervisory duration, maturity factor and the effective
notional amount of hedging set are calculated with dedicated rules with Article 281 of [14]. Finally,
also the Addon of an hedging set of commodity, credit and equity risk categories are equal to the
sum of absolute values of add-on for the related reference entity (Article 281 of [14]).

3.

Overview of SA-CCR Implementation Process

The Basel Committee’s final standards of SA-CCR methodology has been published in March 2014
(and re-examined in April 2014): based on this, SA-CCR implementation was scheduled for January,
1st 2017.
Currently, in the European Union, the final SA-CCR regulation is published in the Official
Journal on June, 7th 2019 and it is under implementation by European Banks: the requirements will
apply on June, 28th 2021 [7]. Instead, in the United States, the SA-CCR draft regulation was issued
in November 2018 and the adoption is ongoing.
The countries with SA-CCR regulation published and implemented by banks are: Argentina
(March 2017), Australia (July 2019), Brazil (June 2019), Canada (Q1 of 2019), China (January 2019),
Indonesia (January 2018), Japan (March 2018), Korea (January 2019), Saudi Arabia (January 2017),
Singapore (January 2017), Switzerland (with a transition period until year-end 2019).
Given the above introduction, the financial institutions have been started to implement SA-CCR
framework.
6 If

the market value of derivative position is not available, the Institution should use the fair value of it.

www.iasonltd.com
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(a) Simple transaction

(b) Complex transaction

(c) Back to Back transaction
FIGURE 2: Transaction representation in Front Office system

3.1

Transaction Information

As stated in the previous Research Paper [11], the SA-CCR’s framework is based on “hedging set”
concept reported below:
A “hedging set” under the SA-CCR is a set of transactions within a single netting set within
which partial or full offsetting is recognised for the purpose of calculating the PFE add-on.
For this reason, the first step of SA-CCR implementation regards the collection of transaction
information in order to calculate the SA-CCR components. On Bank side, it means to:
1. Retrieve the relevant transaction information from several Front Office systems. This is
performed with the following steps:
• Perform a gap analysis using available data;
• Require the missing data in the available reports.
The challenges concern the different trade hierarchy overview among the Front Office systems.
In particular, you can have a different representation of transaction in the same Front Office,
depending on the trade typology. For example we can consider interest rate swap, i.e. a simple
transaction with one component7 and one contract8 represented in sub-figure 2a. Otherwise
we can have several component that represent a unique contract made with one counterparty,
like the asset swap components represented in sub-figure 2b or a “Back To Back” deal, that is to
say, a combination of contracts which have several counterparties interconnected (for example,
for risk allocation purposes), as you can see in sub-figure 2c.Therefore, taken a Front Office
we can have different reports typologies due to above transaction representation in Figure
7 Where
8 With

the component contains the financial details of transaction.
“contract” we refer to a one or more components and it represents a trade with one counterparty.
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3; among the Front Office platforms, the same deal can be differently represented with an
impact on the delivered report: for the same trade typology, the level of information available
can be different. Furthermore, another case of missing or incomplete data is represented by
an external vendor that currently does not provide all the relevant SA-CCR data: that case
required a new stream of information considering the existing reports and the typology and
detail of data required by regulator. Lastly, the SA-CCR’s regulation requires a information
level that may not provided from Front Office or it is not sufficient in order to proceed with
SA-CCR computation. In this case, it is necessary to activate all the procedures between the
involved streams in order to have them. For example, the commodity deals should be mapped
based on the nature of their primary risk driver. The latter are provided in the Article 277a
[14] (i.e. energy, metals, agricultural goods, other commodities and climatic conditions).
In conclusion, in order to perform the first step, the Bank should deeply analyse the available
data and activate all the streams for the missing data, considering the complexity of Bank
structure and several Front Offices involved.
2. Given all the relevant data, the last step regards the alignment of transaction information
delivered by several streams with the SA-CCR’s requirements.
During this activity, it is important to monitor all the Bank’s present and future projects that can
have any impact in the report and managed asset class in Front Office systems, for example:
• IT enhancement. The aim of this project is related to optimization of license costs through
the decommission of expensive stream (e.g. Front Office system), harmonization of processes
across Bank divisions and an alignment of pricing workflow. In this case, the bank would
require a creation of new set of reports or an integration of existing reports and it should assure
no regression on productive Bank’s chain. Furthermore we can include in this project the
technical upgrade of existing architecture (e.g. removing memory limits on simulation views
and improving the security and stability of Bank platforms). In this case, the Bank should
check the report regressions and if the these regressions are expected from a functional point
of view. For example the change of naming convention of risk factors (i.e. the synthetic curves)
should impact the reports and the interest rate sensitivities (that are needed per currency
and per curve in SA-CCR framework) and should be properly recognized in the SA-CCR
implementation phase.
• Implementation of new products projects. In this category we can gather the introduction of new
products with an impact in all Bank’s streams. Mentioned activity required new reports with
a possible impact on SA-CCR side.
• Regulatory changes. With this bullet, we should consider the amendment of regulation that
should impact the productive reports and the typology of data delivered to the Authority.
Furthermore the new approaches, like FRTB, can impact the SA-CCR methodology as discussed
in Subsection 2.1.1.
All these changes can impact the implementation of SA-CCR in Bank’s chain and the challenge is
to assure no regression on SA-CCR workflow and to receive the correct data from Front Office: the
efficient management of all the Bank’s project and stream platforms are needed in order to guarantee
a robust SA-CCR workflow that can handle future request from regulators which will eventually
translate in significant changes in Bank setup. In that phase is possible to take advantage from
the productive implementation as suggested by Regulators, i.e. use the available SBA sensitivities
required by FRTB in order to map the transactions into SA-CCR’s risk categories with a significant
savings on Bank side under the following perspectives:
• From a technical point of view, it means that the Bank should not develop a new workflow
with savings on IT side in term of technical runs and data storage;
• From a financial point of view, it means that the Bank should not implement a new methodology with saving on its validation.
www.iasonltd.com
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(a) Bank acts as a clearing member

(b) Bank isn’t a clearing member
FIGURE 3: ETD transaction chain representation

FIGURE 4: Subsidiary chain for ETD transaction

3.1.1

ETD Products

In data collection phase it is necessary to distinguish ETD products, they are different with respect
to OTC derivatives since they are much more standardized. Furthermore they present different
market operations and IT infrastructure. Both of these two aspects could represent an issue during
the implementation of SA-CCR into the bank’s risk chain. From a market operations perspective,
every trade must be cleared through a Central Clearing Counterparty (i.e. CCP), this can be done
directly, if the bank is a clearing member, or indirectly through a broker if the bank is not a clearing
member. This fact leads to a “transaction chain” from the originator client to the CCP, eventually by
way of a broker, represented in Figure 3.
It isn’t assured that the Front Office System which handles the ETD business has enough
granularity in its framework to deliver a set of reports with detailed information for each step
of the “transaction chain”. In this case both the need to correctly represent the trade structure
and the inability of the IT framework to meet this requirement play a role in rising issue to the
implementation process. An even more complex “transaction chain” arises when the bank is a global
bank with one or more subsidiaries which might not be allowed to directly trade ETD products
and the parent bank has to act as a central hub for clearing transactions, in Figure 4 is shown the
case when also the parent bank isn’t a clearing member. In the aforementioned case there is also
the need to correctly represent the risk in both directions, the one of parent bank and the one of
subsidiary bank, eventually taking in to account legal agreements which allow risk transfer among
the bank group.
SA-CCR approach involves an enlarged perimeter in comparison with regulatory IMM method
and requires much more trade data with respect to CEM method which relies mostly on MtM and
notional of a trade. In this context ETD trades could play a role in increasing the amount of data
which a bank has to handle. ETD are currently computed under CEM method, so banks don’t
need very detailed data on them to produce the EAD measure, instead with SA-CCR the volume of
required information is much bigger and this could heavily affect the IT department since it is now
required to provide, maintain and handle a whole set of trade information which could be relevant
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depending on the bank’s trading activity.
3.2 Collateral Information
One of the most notable improvement of SA-CCR approach over CEM is the recognition of margin
effect coming from both Initial and Variation Margin. Although it has some weaknesses, the
recognition of risk mitigant in a standardized method is a step towards the effort of promoting the
collateralization as a the market practice. In order to recognize the effect of such a mitigant banks
has to collect information on different aspects of an agreement, among others there are:
• Threshold which is the lowest exposure level for which a collateral call is needed;
• Minimum Transfer Amount (i.e. MTA) which is the minimum quantity of collateral which can
be transferred when there is the collateral call;
• Remargining period which represents the time window on which the posted (or received) VM
collateral can’t be adjusted.
In addition to these information, which are related to the margin agreement itself, the bank must
also gather data regarding all the collateral positions currently in place. Both collateral agreements
and collateral positions must be collected not only for OTC trades, but also for other products
in scope of SA-CCR. This fact could potentially means, also to banks with IMM approval, a new
dimension of data gathering process since there could be the chance that information on collateral
are scarce or with a poor data quality, an example could be the ETD business related to small retail
clients, which usually don’t have a CSA agreement but are only required to post some margin in the
form of personal guarantees (i.e. loans, stocks, cash) and therefore the related information could be
siloed in a particular system of the bank. In this case, the bank could enhance its data streams trying
to exploit some already existing data which is not currently linked to risk management process, or
could activate brand new streams to retrieve data (this is by far the most expensive option) or, lastly,
could rely on some conservative assumptions during data collection and exposure calculation phases
in order to “over-collateralize” clients for which aren’t available enough collateral information.
Another issue that could arise during the data collection phase is the non-harmonization of
different collateral management system across the whole bank. For example, in a global bank with
subsidiaries, it could be the case than one or more of the subsidiaries has a different collateral
management system, one possible solution would be that the IT department develops a translation layer which will translate the information coming from the subsidiary system to the parent
one. A different solution could be the decommission of a collateral management system and the
harmonization of system across the bank which could also lead to a cost saving effect in the long
term.
The correct representation of collateral in the SA-CCR implementation is crucial in order to
maximize the risk mitigation effect of such a instrument, in this way all SA-CCR related capital
measures could benefit of one of the most relevant improvement of the new methodology. This is
why banks should focus on improve the efficiently of data collection regarding collateral and don’t
allow too many conservative assumption to water down their beneficial effects.

4.

Conclusions

One main goal of Basel III is to improve the capital requirement calculation and to achieve it
the Basel Committee introduced a standardised method for counterparty credit risk called SACCR. Mentioned framework is under review by EC but the proposal is sufficiently detailed to be
implemented by the Industry.
Next to European implementation, we would highlight the importance of an harmonized
framework between European and American banks: different behavior (e.g. related to use of alpha
factor in EAD formula) can generate asymmetric information and competitiveness in the financial
community thus compromising the comparison between EU and US banks.
Starting from introduction of SA-CCR in 2014, we assisted to some reviews of the methodology
(e.g. the introduction of simplified framework or the correction of supervisory delta factor) and
www.iasonltd.com
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related RTS with technical explanation on SA-CCR implementation (e.g. methodology for derivative
mapping in risk categories or how to recognize the transaction position).
Given the above premises, European banks work on SA-CCR implementation for which the final
implementation date should be January 1st , 2022.
In a purely IT point-of-view, due to its risk-sensitive nature, SA-CCR implementation can be
divided in two main steps: one for transaction and one for collateral. The new standard approach
will require much more transaction and collateral data to flow through the risk chain: on this
point, the bank should retrieve and manage the transaction data based on the BIS principle on
risk reporting [6]. In order to proceed with a consistent and robust framework, the input data
should be accurate, thorough, clear and useful considering the business models of the bank. All the
enhancement required for SA-CCR in terms of reports, infrastructure interconnection, computation
power and storage consumption should respect the above fundamental. This fact will lead to a
possible high-cost implementation and to a costly daily running process due to the number of
involved platform. Another point of attention, is represented by the current Bank’s projects that can
be impact the data transfer channel (e.g. migration projects) or the introduction of new SA-CCR’s
products in the Risk chain. An accurate analysis of all mentioned topics would allow to take
advantage from existing interconnection among the streams and exploit the available resources in
order to optimize costs.
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